M. K. AGOSTON [March
As an immediate consequence of Theorems 1 and 2 we get the following corollaries. Proof, (a) The following easy general position argument shows that there is a diffeomorphism hi of M satisfying (i), (ii) and hx(Mf)<=int (A/1) = interior of M¡: If A/fcintJl/J, for q>l, write M\ = M¡-.X uíl(D«xfl,-«)u--.uíi,(/)«xl)"-«), with respect to imbeddings i/i,: 8D" x Dn~" -*■ 8M\-X. Now as a cell complex Mf has dimension at most /, so that q>l implies that we may deform Mf so that Mf n (0 x Dn~"),= 0 ; but once we have this, it is easy to push Mf into int M^x. Repeating this process for each q>l we get hx.
Let To prove the claim, let g: S1 -> Y. Since irxM1 = 0 = irxM, there is a g: D2 -> M} with g\S1=g. But 1+2 <n and so we can push g into F by a general position argument similar to the one at the beginning of this proof. Therefore, g~0 in Y, i.e., ttxY=0. To see that -nxdMl=0 we use induction (ttx8B=0 by an analogous argument). Clearly, ttx dM\=trx dMx=rtxSn~'i=0, because n>2 and irxM=0.
Now dMj is obtained from dM}-x by cutting out a certain number of disjoint S'-1.x-jP»-< and adding an equal number of D'xS"-'"1. If wx dM}_x = 0, for 1 <j<n, then Van Kampen's theorem [2, Theorem 6.4.3] shows that «i 8M}=0. This proves that Wj dM}=0 for OSjSn, and finishes the proof of part (a).
(b) The method of part (a) breaks down only at one point; namely, we do not know that 3,+ 1=0 = 3j + 1. Hence we must give a special argument to make/into a homotopy equivalence. Specifically, assume that F(M})<=-'mi Mf and let f=F | M¡ : Ml ++ M}-. Again,/* is an isomorphism forj<l. Consider Note that ker/^kerùc2?<i\{vs} and /"(IfAW)*= 2ft {*}• Let /*>>s = 2f-i c«/J/> and set C-fc;)-We may assume without loss of generality that i*xs=x's and i*vs = Vs. Then our hypothesis shows that y's = i*ys = F*i*ys=i*f*ys= '* ¿if=\ csjyj = HT=\ csiy'j, i.e., cs/ = 8"(^). Our task will be to modify F so that csi = 8sj. We may assume (see [6, §6] ) that i'*xs = zls, i'*ys=zls+pm, and &z\\lu+x)+<,u+x) = ksys. By a general position argument we can make Fs,í and To'1 consist of only a finite number of points. In fact, using methods of Whitney (e.g., see [1, §7] ), we may suppose that |FS,1| = |cst|, |F¿,S| =ks, and Tqj= 0, for s+t i\X\ denotes the cardinality of X).
We shall now describe isotopies h¿, with h^ = identity = h¿\A, so that if we let Au+ is then the isotopy which pushes a(Dl) to a(Dl+), where Z)+ = Dl0+1 n 5!. //" is defined in essentially the same manner, except that one must give a(Dl) first a small twist in order to change the orientation.
Thus, assume now that cst = 8st. By previous observations we get that/,, is a monomorphism. A little diagram chasing shows that it is also onto, since it is already onto 2?='i {vs}-Therefore /* is an isomorphism and / is a homotopy equivalence. The rest of the proof goes as in part (a). This finishes the lemma. □
We are now ready to prove our theorems, keeping the notation of the lemma. Proof of Theorem 1. By [4] we can find a diffeomorphism Hh of M isotopic to the identity and Hh(M\) = M2. Suppose inductively that we have defined a sequence of diffeomorphisms, {//¡s | s=l,2,..., k}, of M satisfying where a has order 5, and h*(d) = 3a by construction. Therefore h is a homotopy equivalence and we may assume h is a diffeomorphism of M3. Let F: M -*■ M be the double of h. Then F* | H2M^ identity. However, if FssF' and F'(M2) = M2, then we must have F* | H2M=F% \ H2M= + identity because H2M2xZ. Thus (M, F) is the example that we wanted. In fact, this also shows that Theorem 1 is the best possible (set r¡i = -n and -r¡2 = r¡F).
Finally, although we just saw that Theorem 1 is the best possible, this still leaves open the interesting question whether, despite this, the manifolds MfaJ and Mt(r¡2) are diffeomorphic anyway.
